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First-principles study of field emission of carbon nanotubes
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Field emission properties of the~10,10! carbon nanotube are investigated with a first-principles approach.
Emission currents are obtained through integrations of the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. We find that
the emission current from the states localized at the tip end is more than ten times greater than direct contri-
butions from extended metallic (p andp* ) states. The spatial distribution of the electronic wave function as
it tunnels through the energy barrier is shown in time sequence. The simulated image on the screen shows a
pentagonal pattern in agreement with experiment.
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Carbon nanotubes have been regarded as a promising
terial to be used as electron emitters in the field emiss
display ~FED!.1 The unusually high aspect ratio as well
the mechanical and chemical stability of the nanotube
main advantages over the conventional metallic tips. The
ability toward the practical device application is being exa
ined, and the carbon-nanotube-based FED is expected t
commercialized in the near future.2

To improve the performance of the nanotube field emi
by tuning the structural parameters such as the radius,
geometry, and packing density, it is essential to underst
the emission mechanism of the nanotube. While the Fow
Nordheim ~F-N! theory3 has been successful in describin
the field emission of micron-sized tips, many experime
reflect that the F-N theory is not sufficient for a full unde
standing of the field emission of nanotubes. Examples
nonlinear I-V characteristics in the F-N plots4 and the pho-
toluminescence during field emission with a pronounc
peak at a certain frequency.5 In addition, the energy distribu
tion of emitted electrons exhibits a sharp peak which shifts
a lower energy side almost linearly as the applied fi
increases.6 All of these observations are incompatible wi
the picture that the emission current originates purely fr
the usual metallic~extended! states, suggesting that localize
states7 may contribute to the emission current significantl

On the theory side, one is faced with many difficulti
when trying to make a quantitative prediction on the fie
emission of nanotubes; since the applied voltage is usu
very high ~a few hundred to a few thousand volts! and the
local field at the tip of the nanotube is extremely larg
(;1 V/Å), the linear response evaluation of the emiss
current is not justified. Furthermore, the localized electro
states at the tip of the nanotube, which are not taken
account in the F-N-type simplified model, may profound
affect the emission. The usual scattering formalism8 is not
adequate for describing the field emission of the localiz
states since they are not current-carrying states.

Recently, we proposed anab initio method for computing
field emission currents of nanostructures.9 In short, this
method starts with performing first-principles calculations
the nanotip under the electric field, thereby obtaining
self-consistent potential and the wave functions. To con
the electronic charge within the emission tip during the s
0163-1829/2002/66~24!/241402~4!/$20.00 66 2414
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consistency cycle, either a large barrier is applied tem
rarily outside the tip or a localized basis set is employ
With the computed eigenstates as initial electronic confi
rations, the temporal wave functions are determined by s
ing the time-dependent Schro¨dinger equation. The transition
rate ~the amount of charge flowing out of the tip per un
time! is then evaluated, and the total current is obtained
summing up the product between the transition rate and
occupation number of individual states. This method h
been applied to the field emission of carbon chains9 and gra-
phitic ribbons.10

In this article, we use the above method to elucidate
detailed emission mechanism of the single-wall carbon na
tube. As a model system, we take a (10,10) carbon nano
with a symmetric cap at the end. Its diameter of 1.4 n
corresponds to a typical size of single-wall nanotubes use
the field-emission experiments.2 The length of the nanotube
is chosen to be 40 Å containing 630 carbon atoms. The
of the supercell in the periodic boundary condition is 45
345 Å375 Å, large enough to avoid the interaction b
tween repeated systems.

First, we analyze the electronic structure of the nanotu
under applied electric fields (Eappl), employing the standard
ab initio pseudopotential method11 with the local density
approximation.12 In expanding the wave function, we use th
localized orbitals of the minimalsp3 type.13 This basis set
accurately describes the structural and electronic prope
of the carbon system with relatively small distortions wi
respect to the graphite, such as the nanotube or fulleren14

The plane waves with the cutoff energy of 40 Ry are used
representing the potential. The uniform external electric fi
is simulated as a sawtooth-type potential to be compat
with the periodic boundary condition. The magnitude of t
external field is chosen so that the local electric field at
tip of the model nanotube is about the same as the valu
experimental situations. An empirical rule that the local ele
tric field is essentially a function of the product between t
tube length and the external electric field turns out to
useful here.15 The atomic coordinates are relaxed at zero
ternal field.16 In Fig. 1, the electronic distributions are plotte
along the nanotube forp, p* , and localized states close t
the Fermi level, showing that the localized state decays
©2002 The American Physical Society02-1
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away from the cap while the distribution of the extend
states is rather uniform over the tube body.

As we increaseEappl from zero, noticeable changes a
observed in the occupation number and the energy leve
the localized states~see Fig. 2!. At low fields, doubly degen-
erate localized states exist above the Fermi level which
not contribute to the current because they are unoccup
WhenEappl exceeds 0.2 V/Å, the occupation number~or fill-
ing factor! f is linearly increased until it reaches 1. To expla
the linear filling of the localized states, we exami
each component of the total energy as the localized sta
filled. It is found that the filling factor of the localized
states is determined mainly by the balance of two terms—
external potential term and the electron-electron repuls
term induced by the accumulation of charge in the c
This observation enables us to explain the intermediate

FIG. 1. The electronic distribution along the nanotube for e
tended (p and p* ) and localized states close to the Fermi lev
The squared wave functions are averaged overr andf. The model
on the top shows the nanotube region plotted. The shaded regi
where the local electric field is larger than 1.5 V/Å whenEappl is 0.7
V/Å ~see text!.

FIG. 2. Filling factorf ~open circles! and energy level of local-
ized statese loc with respect to the Fermi level~filled circles! as a
function of the external field (Eappl). The solid and dashed lines ar
guides to the eye.
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gion of Fig. 2 in terms of energy minimization; the tot
energy changeDU, by adding a charge24e f ~4 is the num-
ber of localized states including the spin degeneracy a
2e is the electron charge! for a givenEappl can be approxi-
mated as

DU~ f !524e faEappl1
~rcap24e f!22rcap

2

2Ccap
, ~1!

whereaEappl is the effective electric potential shift exper
enced by the localized state with respect to the potential d
inside the tube. This term reflects the fact that the poten
shift is proportional toEappl. The second term is the Cou
lomb energy contributed by the extra charge (24e f) added
to the original electronic charge in the cap (rcap). Ccap is the
capacitance of the cap which is related to its size and ge
etry. Minimizing DU with respect tof, we have

f 5aEappl

Ccap

4e
1

rcap

4e
, ~2!

showing thatf is linear in Eappl. In the case of the~5,5!
nanotube, we find that the increase off is again linear inEappl
but slower than in Fig. 2. This is consistent with Eq.~2! since
the smaller size of the cap leads to a smallerCcap .

While f increases from 0 to 1, the Fermi level is more
less pinned by these localized states. Oncef reaches 1, the
energy level of the localized states shifts down much m
rapidly by a further increase in the applied bias because
screening is now less complete. As will be shown below,
localized states are the main source of the emission curr
and this region (f 51) corresponds to the experimental sit
ation where the peaks in the energy spectrum shift sign
cantly as a linear function of the external field.6 Continuum
metallic states originating from the body of the nanotube
not undergo such a shift since its peak is fixed at the Fe
level. We note that the localized states in Fig. 2 are ortho
nal to the continuum states at the same energy level
to the symmetry incompatibility; under the operatio
of the 2p/5 rotation in thef-direction ~see Fig. 1!, the ei-
genvalue~i.e., the phase factor! of the localized state isei2/5p

while those for the extendedp andp* states are 1.
To obtain the emission current, we integrate tim

dependent Schro¨dinger equations with the split-operato
method.17 The basis set for expanding the wave function
switched to plane waves to describe the tunneling proces
electrons. The simulation time of 1.5 fs is appropriate
evaluate the transition rate from the slope of the elect
leakage curve. If the simulation time were too long, the fro
of the wave function of the emitted electron would reach
boundary of the supercell and be reflected, causing und
able oscillations in the amplitude. Figure 3 shows the em
sion current ofp, p* , and localized states. It is noticeab
that the contribution from localized states domina
(;95% of the total current! over the whole range ofEappl
studied. The large currents of localized states were also
served in the (5,5) nanotube.9 The pronounced contribution
of localized states can be understood from the electronic
tributions presented in Fig. 1. The localized states are
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posed to the high field region~shaded box in Fig. 1! with
substantially larger amplitudes than extended states, im
ing that the average tunneling distance for the localized s
is smaller than that for extended states. This leads to a l
variation of the current between localized and extend
states as the emission current depends on the tunneling
tance exponentially.

The F-N plots in the inset of Fig. 3 show almost straig
lines as predicted by the F-N theory. The slope in the F
plot for the localized state changes slightly at the point in
cated by an arrow. The abrupt change ofd f /dEappl near
f 51 mentioned above leads to this change since
emission current is the product off and the transition
rate. This may partially account for the experimen
observation of the nonlinear F-N plots.4 However, it is noted
that the actual change of the slope in experiment is sev
times greater than what is found here and other causes
as the adsorption of ambient molecules should play a m
role.18

It is also interesting in Fig. 3 that the current of th
p state is 2–3 times greater than that of thep* state. Due
to a rotational symmetry of the (10,10)-capped nanotu
around its axis, each state in the nanotube tunnels to vac
states with the same symmetry component. The cons
phase of thep state around the circumference of th
nanotube enables thep state to couple with the vacuum
state with zero angular momentum in the cylindrical coor
nate of the nanotube (mf50; see Fig. 1!. However,
the phase of thep* state changes much more rapidly and t
corresponding vacuum state also has a larger angular
mentum component (mf510). This leads to a smaller tun
neling integral between them and hence smaller emis
currents.

As an example of a different end geometry, we have a
studied the open (10,10) nanotube with hydrogen passiva
at the end. In this case, there is no localized state within
relevant energy range. However, the extended states are

FIG. 3. The emission current of each state as a function of
external electric field. The inset shows the F-N plot. The dashed
and the arrow are drawn in the inset to emphasize the change o
slope for the localized state.
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touching the high field region with much larger amplitud
than in the capped nanotube, thus greatly facilitating the fi
emission. This, in combination with the ability to coup
with thes-like vacuum state, significantly enhances the em
sion current of thep state almost to the level of the localize
states of the capped nanotube.

Figure 4~a! illustrates an example of the temporal s
quence of the electronic configuration under the exter
electric field. It captures instantaneous configurations of
doubly degenerate localized states flowing out of the tunn
ing barrier and exhibits a characteristic charge density dis
bution in space. In Fig. 4~b!, the current densities~indicated
by arrows! are shown for one of the localized states at
51.44 fs, drawn on a plane lying on the nanotube axis. T
equipotential lines show that the electron is driven along
gradient of the potential.

One can also simulate the microscopic image on the ph
phor screen of the FED by plotting the amplitudes of t
wave function on a plane in front of the nanotube. Figu
4~c! is such a simulated image on the screen contribu
from doubly degenerate localized states. The image of a
surrounded by five spots is similar to the one observed i
recent experiment of the field-emission microscopy of c
bon nanotubes.19 For the open (10,10) nanotube~not
shown!, we find that the extendedp states produce a singl
spot because of the large amplitude of thes-like vacuum
state.

For the localized electrons to be emitted to the anode s
persistently, electrons must be supplied from the exten
states forming the current loop~circuit!. The coupling be-
tween the extended states and the localized states estim
from experimental broadening of the localized states is
eV, which corresponds to the transition rate of 1014/s.6 On
the other hand, the emission rates of localized states ac
the barrier are 1011/s and 1012/s, respectively, when the loca
fields at the tip are;1 V/Å and ;1.5 V/Å. Since this pro-
cess is much slower than the intratube transition rate
1014/s, the rate-limiting step of the whole process is the tu
neling of the localized states into the vacuum. It also impl
that the joule heating would occur at the edge of the na
tube. The potential drop within the nanotube near the edg
;0.1 V from the calculated self-consistent potential. Wh

e
e

the

FIG. 4. ~a! Snapshots of the charge distribution of emitted ele
trons ~doubly degenerate localized states! from the capped (10,10)
nanotube. The amplitude of the wave function is magnified by
times in the vacuum region for the visual purpose.~b! The current
density of one of the localized states at the last instance of~a!. The
electronic density and the equipotential lines are also displayed~c!
The simulated image on the screen.
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the local field at the tip is;1 V/Å, the current of a single-
wall nanotube is;10 nA ~a typical value to produce enoug
brightness on the screen when an array of nanotube em
exists in the FED device! and the joule heating per tube
;nW, which is small enough not to raise the temperat
significantly.
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jihm@snu.ac.kr
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